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Supplementary Data 
 

S1. Study of the stability of the Cur monolayer 

 

Figure S1. Comparison of different curcumin isotherms with compression-expansion cycles (A). In (B) and 
(C) two single isotherms selected from (A) were plotted to better analyze the cycles. Previous to each 
expansion and compression, the monolayer was let to relax during 5 minutes Monolayers were spread on 
PBS pH 7.4 at 20 ºC.  
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Fig. S.1 presents several Cur isotherms measured during separate experiments to prove 
the stability and reproducibility of the Cur monolayer. In addition, compression-expansion 
cycles have been recorded for each monolayer. It can be observed that some hysteresis 
appears during the compression-expansion cycles, but all compression stages end at 
the same point of the isotherm, which can reflect that no substance is lost in the 
subphase and Cur monolayer remains stable. The hysteresis may be due to the fact that, 
after the first compression, the Cur molecules remain together forming a monolayer on 
the surface, while at the first moments after deposition molecules are more spread on 
the surface. The BAM images before and after the first cycle confirm these results (fig. 
S.2) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure S2. MicroBAM images of the Cur monolayer at different stages of the compression-expansion 
cycles. The field of view is 3584x2688 μm. All images were taken in PBS buffer, pH 7.4 and 20 ºC. 
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